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About This Game

Presentation

This game is the final chapter of the Ashes of Immortality series developed by Warfare Studios, already behind Vagrant Hearts,
Midnight's Blessing and Valiant.

You can play the previous games here:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/362130/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/362140/

Description

"I told her not to get involved. I just want to go on record as saying, this is not my fault. I warned her getting involved would be
bad. She never listens to me.

My name is Orlok Vladimir Dragonov, son of Konstantin Dragonov. I was born in the town of Stoker some 230 years ago. When I
was 23, I was to be wed to my best friend, Elizabeth Crane. What I didn't know was that Elizabeth's sister had been turned into a
vampire four years earlier. On the day of my wedding, my sister-in-law, determined to keep her sister single out of some stupid

selfishness, killed and turned me. And that's my story. Kind of a downer, I guess.

Two years ago, a hunter named Simona Rinoldt freed me from a decade of captivity, imprisonment I have her father to thank for.
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We may have saved the world, I don't know.

Now we're here, in the Hinterlands, the land of Landis, the land of werewolves. I'd kill every human I see just for a rolled up
newspaper and a poop scoop. Actually, I'd kill every human I see just for giggles, but then I'm a man of simple pleasures.

I kept telling her to stay out of other people's business. It doesn't concern us. She never listens. And this is what we get for helping
people. It's never just helping. It's always something more. "What's the worst that could happen", she said.

I'll try to remember those words when they execute us for regicide."

From the same developer, do not miss another dark tale:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/544870/Blood_Ties/
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ashes of immortality 2 bad blood walkthrough. ashes of immortality is - bad blood. ashes of immortality 2 bad blood

Cool game! Puzzles and shooter combined, sounds interesting? Well, challenge yourself to see how quickly you can finish this
game and then challenge your friends to see who is faster and smarter :))

p.s. my time was about 2.5 hours. Ok, so you can't really play up to 6, only 2v2 + 2 AI, and you have to re-setup after every
match, and it's hard to tell who is playing who when you begin a match, and there is only one type of robot, and there are no
settings to change things up, and the developer seems to have fallen off the face of the earth after this game was released in
2016, but I paid $0.82 for this game during the 2018 xmas sale, played it with family and had a blast. So I'm giving this a solid
YES.. Awesome collection of art! Even the unused assets look nice!
It's very nice to have this, now I can get the smallest details right for the fan art I have unfinished.. Didn't like it. The Bejewel-
esque fights as you progressed through the game just got longer and tedious and the puzzle solving elements got more tedious as
the game droned on. The map controls were unintuitive and seemed like they were designed for a tablet device. Save your
money for something better.. Pixel Shinobi is an interesting stealth action game in which you play a ninja named Hideaki, who
starts out defending his village from bandits and, presumably, goes on to take on the titular demons. The combat is responsive
and satisfying, and there's a crafting aspect as well, for which you can obtain ingredients either by finding them in the levels or
by shopping for them (though, as I mention in the video, the shopping could use some improvements).

For more reviews, as well as Let's Plays, check out my YouTube channel, Gemini Does Games, and if you like what you see,
feel free to support me through donations or Patreon! Links can be found in the video description!

https://youtu.be/Jn9syppYwSA. the ♥♥♥♥ did i just buy...
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The good: Excellent sense of humor, clever characters, great writing. The game's "battles" are done through arguments and once
you figure out the pattern they're not too challenging, and therein lies the fun. You feel so awesome and clever when you figure
it out and get through fights flawlessly. There are tons of pop culture references, which are very good at inducing the "oh, I got
that!" feeling of superior cultural awareness that a good episode of Mystery Science Theater 2k was so adept at creating.

The bad: You will be retreading the same screens over and over as you move from one place to another, "fetch quests" are never
very exciting but a menu-based-movement game laden with them introduces some measure of tedium.

The ugly: There's a LOT of DLC, though the Black Goat edition fixes this problem, it's approaching Crusader Kings levels here.
Unlike CK2 though, the DLC is very reasonably priced and I view many of them more as a way to tip a few bucks to the dev
than essential upgrades. The sheer memetic and humor density treads a fine line that some people will no doubt find overly
dense, though I personally find it charming. The sort of parodic rapid-fire of jokes where if you don't get or find one funny,
another one is right behind, much like parodies like Police Squad (and some people felt Police Squad fell flat for just that
reason, too many jokes in too little time)

NOTE: there used to be some bugs, but the developer shows an impressive level of dedication to support and polish, supporting
the game over a time span that should shame AAA developers that claim product support is "too expensive" over the long term
and leave their games unpolished.

What I'd pay: I buy every Stegalosaurus game on release, and never regret the money. If you're on the fence discouts are often
enough that you can pick it up cheap, and the modular DLC approach with an impressively cheap base game let you try before
you really invest, ample DLC means if you find it to your liking you can extend the experience.. RNG - The Movie

Watch cheap graphics of completely random wild west duels. The faster you click the little boxes and the revolver cartridge, the
faster the duel progresses. There seems to be no decision making involved, winning and losing is completely random. The
chance of winning a duel declines sharply as the game progresses, further reducing the entertainment value. So while it starts out
as a boring long wait for the duel to be "won", it progresses farther and farther into the realms of unimagined boredom, quickly
leaving behind quaint experiences like "stuck in a highway deadlock for hours" or listening to the speeches at a graduation
ceremony.

Avoid.. I just love this little engine! Has a great horn and bell with it to. I like the cold start set up you have to do in order to get
it going. If you don't like that, you can always select the standered version in game and get the one that's already started up..
What the. This game is so weird dont buy it!. "Only" an extension of the Bristol - Cardiff route (if you don't have it already you
will get it with this one), but a totally different track. With Bristol - Cardiff you get pretty straight and most of the time flat
route (especially in the Severn Junction - Cardiff part) with just a couple of stops that can get boring without enough AI (luckily
there is 90mph limit most of the time, so it's over pretty fast ;) ).
The Cardiff - Swansea is curved, with some pretty steep gradients, lot of stations, some yards, both small and big, as well,
basically everything you could wish for :). So, I got some hours into this storytelling game. Unfortunately I can't recommend it, I
got so disappointed with the ending being so quick. I was expecting a way longer story than this.

It started off real promising and suprises around some corners and such. Then it just became more storytelling than actual
decision making, making little difference to be honest.

Unless a Highway Wars 2 is out already somewhere, I wouldn't bother playing this. Alright. I've played for.. A couple hours now
apparently. The game is poor in my opinion, sadly as I wanted to give it a fair go. The puzzles are obscure, with no real hints as
to where you are supposed to look for information, I solved the second one completely on accident, the third I literally started
spam clicking after wasting half of my battery, and the fourth one took most of an hour wandering around to get.
The puzzles require somewhat random trivia know, and only for the first do you get any aid as to the solution.
Language wise, it is clear that the developer doesn't speak English primarily, but also clear that they didn't have the help of an
English speaker to translate, but instead seemed to rely on dictionary translations.
The enemy I encountered in my time playing was also very poor. There is a somewhat jarring cut scene, which leads to you
being attacked by a random guy for no discernable reason. However, it is -very- easy to hang the AI up on pathing issues, and I
eventually got fed up with trying to solve the puzzle with him chasing me so I stuck him on the swings in the playground and left
him to rot.
The game has promise, but it definitely needs help and polish.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=trvprxLUolk
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\tLong Night is an adventure\/horror game operated entirely by the
keyboard, with no mouse options. It is told in a third person perspective,
with a comic-esque feel. The story is upfront, but the atmosphere is what
gives this game meaning. Rather than a horror feel, this game has a
detective element to it.

\tI didn't really experience a feeling of horror, or being afraid of
what lurks around the corner, but if you look at it as a detective game with
a spook element, this game does well.

\tI enjoyed the story arc and atmosphere of the game, but unfortunately
it is part one of a series that isn't going to be completed. Based on that,
as a consumer I would not recommend this game, as it leaves an unsatisfied
feeling.

This is a summary of my review video, which I encourage you to watch if you are looking for a more in-depth review.

Thanks for your viewership and support; for more videos click here:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho
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